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As shown in JC:P227/C1/1, these copies of two letters from Sir John Rhys were given to the Librarian of Jesus College in October 1990.

Catalogued in January 2020.

JC:P227/C1/1  22 Oct 1990
Letter from the University of Nottingham to the Librarian of Jesus College, enclosing the items below which a student of the writer found in Lugano. No further details of their provenance is given.

JC:P227/C1/2  3 Mar 1912
Photocopy of letter (handwritten) from Sir John Rhys (address, Jesus College) to an unnamed addressee. Rhys asks for more information about Lepontic inscriptions which have been found in the area around Lugano, and hopes that his addressee may be able to forward his enquiries to a local antiquarian who can help him.

JC:P227/C1/3  29 Nov 1913
Photocopy of letter (handwritten) and envelope from Sir John Rhys (address, Jesus College) to Professor Francesco Chiesa at Lugano. Rhys discusses a visit to the Lugano Museum (where unfortunately he broke a glass case in trying to examine a stone there). He asks now whether he can have the inscriptions on that stone photographed.